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"Isn't Leon kind of amazing?!

"Even though he offended two major forces, he has good ties with two more!"

No wonder he never showed any fear from the moment he appeared!"

Everyone was in an uproar at the sight!

Leon was so young. He did not only establish a company as major and influential as Cynthion Group, but even managed to stir

up the whole southern region by himself, establishing relationships with four of the top forces at the same time!

It was not something an ordinary person could do!

Of course, with the Thompsons and the Hguhes protecting Leon, there was no way the Southern Boss and the Hiltons would be

able to do anything to Leon!

The fact that Leon could push the Southern Boss and Hiltons back was proof of Leon's capabilities!

It was impossible forthem to not be impressed!

"Southern Boss, Elder Hiltons, it looks like it's two against two right now! Do your families have anything else you want to do?!"

Leon, who was silent the whole time, finally spoke up-

"Brat, don't be so arrogant yet! Don't think you can live without any worry just because you have the Thompsons and the Hiltons

protecting you! They can protect you for now, but they can't do it forever!" The Southern Boss said in a sinister manner.

"The Southern Boss is right! We'll make sure to rip you apart one day!” Devon said coldly. The murderous intent in his eyes was

evident.

"Is that so? If the two of you aren't happy with it, then we can try to see who's stronger right now! Let's see who ends up getting

ripped apart!" Leon smiled in disdain. There was a sharp and murderous glint in his eyes.

The Southern Boss and the Hiltons were his enemies. With the help of the Thompsons and Hughes, on top of his current levels

of power, he wanted to take the chance to get rid of the Southern Boss and Devon to prevent any future problems!

However, he was just thinking about it!

The Southern Boss and Devon were not weaklings. The two sides were not that different in strength!

Even if he worked with the Thompsons and the Hughes, they might not be able to do anything to the Southern Boss, Devon, and

the others!

Furthermore, it was an important sales drive for Cynthion Group. If he forcibly tried to attack the Southern Boss, Devon, and the

others, then it would ruin the sales drive no matter what!

It would do him no good!

Of course, if the Southern Boss and the others still did not know what was good for him and decided to attack him, then he would

make them pay a painful price even if it would ruin the sales drive!

"You-"

Devon and the Southern Boss had dark looks on their faces in the face of Leon's contempt!

With their noble positions, they could not accept being looked down on by a brat like Leon!

However, with the Thompsons and Hughes protecting Leon, they could not do anything to him!

On top of that, they were already sure that Leon was nothing to be afraid of with Leon's age!

The Thompsons and the Hughes could protect Leon for the moment, but they could not do it all the time!

They had plenty more chances to deal with Leon in the future!

There was no need to hurry!

With that in mind, the two of them took a deep breath as they held down the anger in their hearts.
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